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Abstract
Within a long-term distributed systems project we repeatedly stumbled across the well-known yet difficult question
to either implement from scratch or comprehend and adapt
existing software. Having tried both ways allows us to retrospectively compare the effectiveness of “from scratch”
implementation versus software evolution. By using the
code bases of GNU GCC and Linux for the adaptation approach we gained valuable experiences with the comprehension and adaptation of large but sparsely documented
code bases. In most cases, the adaptation of existing software proved to be by far more effective than implementing
from scratch. Surprisingly, the effort needed to comprehend
the existing voluminous source codes repeatedly proved to
be less than expected. In this paper we discuss our positive
and negative experiences and the various factors influencing success and failure. Albeit collected in an academic setting, the observations described in this paper might well be
transferable to the maintenance of large-scale commercial
environments, too.

can not be pre-planned and the various factors influencing
the observations can usually not be differentiated in a sound
way. Besides these disadvantages, a by-product experience
has the big advantage of being unbiased by goals and expectations set in advance or a certain qualification. It clearly
reflects the difficulties, attempts, success, and failure encountered in a realistic situation.
In this paper we present such an unbiased maintenance
experience collected in the course of a long-term distributed
operating system (OS) project [10, 22, 21]. Our initial goal
was to implement a new OS. Although no team member
had specific maintenance skills, we soon faced the challenge to comprehend and evolve complex low-level yet
sparsely documented code, in particular GNU GCC [26]
and Linux [13]. By this we collected first-hand maintenance
and evolution experiences of more than 10 people-years.
Now, this work allows us to investigate the following important maintenance questions by means of a retrospective
study:
• Is sparsely documented code comprehensible?
• What’s more promising: build from scratch, provide a
wrapper, or evolve existing software?

1

Retrospective Case Study

Experiences with maintenance and evolution of software
systems can either be collected by performing a goal-driven
empirical study, such as to demonstrate that technique A is
superior to technique B. Or, experiences are acquired as a
byproduct of non-maintenance motivated work on a software system. The goal-driven approach allows to focus on
certain aspects, eliminate noise, and delivers comparable
and eventually even repeatable results. In contrast to this,
experiences gathered as a byproduct of some other work
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• . . . and how can a practically oriented systems research
group survive the burden of software implementation?

Outline
Section 2 sketches the difficulties of developing system
level software and the different choices available to cope
with these difficulties. Afterwards, we first present our
initial experiences with implementation from scratch and
the development of wrappers in section 4. We discuss the
subjective expectations of the developers and their objective success or failure. We then relate these results with
our later experiences with the invasive adaptation of open
source software in section 5. In section 6 we summarize

our maintenance experiences and conclude with a perspective for future work in section 6.

2

Motivation

many other systems, such as large scale information systems, too. We therefore claim that our observations described below are not limited to the OS field but can be
transfered to many other environments, too.

2.1
Operating systems (OS) along with their corresponding
infrastructure, such as the compiler, linker, and runtime system, represent particularly complex software systems for
several reasons. The operating infrastructure must provide
extensive functionality, serve several different purposes simultaneously, deliver satisfactory performance combined
with a high degree of reliability, and even enforce security.
All of this has to be implemented through a uniquely large
number of levels of abstractions spanning from high-level
programming languages [2, 9] down to subtle and highly
machine-dependent details of the hardware-level [18] and
with compatibility to existing applications.
Because of this, developing innovative OS concepts,
such as in [4, 5] requires particularly strong efforts. For
a research project in the OS field there are basically four
different strategies to deal with the associated high costs:

Software Adaptation

1. no implementation: develop concepts only

The disadvantages of the wrapping strategy can only be
eliminated by invasive changes to the existing infrastructure
leading to strategy 4, adaptation. Here, existing artifacts
are reused as far as possible but consequently changed and
extended if needed. Software adaptation1 offers a promising
combination of the flexibility of the from-scratch approach
with the low costs of the wrapping strategy.
However, adaptation is rarely applied in practice and
there are only few experiences with it. We argue that the
reasons for this originate in a lack of software maintenance
techniques and education. Software adaptation requires
strong skills in program comprehension, reverse engineering, program transformation, and testing. Most of these
fields and there application for Product Lines, Generative
Programming [7], and others are just emerging and there is
still a long way to go before these techniques can achieve
maturity.

2. from scratch: implement a complete new system

2.2

3. wrapping: implement on top of what is already there
4. adapt: reuse if possible but modify as needed
While strategy 1 is only of theoretical interest, strategy 2
is applied frequently [1]. It apparently provides maximum
freedom and complete control over the final product. In
reality, the immense costs of developing complex system
level software from scratch are often underestimated which
leads to either project failure [12] or changed objectives,
i. e. restricted freedom. The majority of system level R&D
projects tries to avoid these troubles by applying strategy 3.
The new concepts are implemented on top of an already existing infrastructure without changing it. Middle-ware extensions such as CORBA [19] or PVM [11] are examples
for this strategy. The advantages of this approach, such
as low cost and a high degree of compatibility, come at a
price. First, the capabilities of wrapper are constrained by
the features of the already existing infrastructure. Second, if
the services of the underlying infrastructure do not directly
match the needs of the new concept, then they have to be
implemented with the help of workarounds. This deteriorates the quality of the outcome in many aspects, such as
performance and maintainability.
Although performance, security, compatibility and further aspects pose particularly difficult problems to OS developers, most of theses aspects play an important role in

Setting for a Long-Term Adaptation Study

Regardless of the numerous open questions, we gained
experiences with software adaptation, in the context of the
distributed operating systems project MoDiS. In this project
we defined a new parallel and distributed programming language INSEL [29] and designed a completely new resource
management architecture with radical changes to the runtime system, linker, and the OS kernel [22].
In our attempts to implement these new concepts we experimented with the four implementation strategies, mentioned above. Our first compiler used C as an intermediate
language and a conventional C compiler to produce executables. The resource management architecture was implemented as a wrapper on top of an existing UNIX. Because of the drawbacks of these prototypes, that is lousy
performance, we later on tried to implement a new OS kernel from scratch. We further on implemented a significantly
improved compiler by adapting GNU GCC [26] and finally
continued our work on the kernel by adapting Linux according to our specific needs.
Over the period of 10 years, 10 researchers and approximately 30 computer science major students with different
personal backgrounds and skills contributed to the various
implementations. By this, we were able to observe numerous approaches, problems, solutions, and attitudes towards
adaptation and their final success or failure.
1 synonymously

used for evolution

3

Related Work

Although the OS field is not the most active fields in
computer science research there were and are still numerous commercial and research projects, such as QNX, Linux,
Mach, and L4 [13, 1, 18] or even the on-going evolution of
Microsoft Windows or Solaris. All of this projects must
deal with the challenges described above and choose an
implementation strategy. Unfortunately, the experiences
acquired in these large scale projects concerning software
maintenance are usually not collected in a systematical way
and published because these projects focus in technical improvements.
A significant part of Brooks [14] widely respected work
on software project management is based on his personal
experiences with the development of IBM’s OS/360 product family. This demonstrates the value of reflecting unbiased hands-on experiences besides controlled empirical
studies. In this paper, we follow Brook’s approach by reflecting our software maintenance experiences gained in a
long-time project originally aimed at technical issues.
Aspects of software evolution independently of certain
types are intensively studied by Lehman [15, 16] and other
researchers in the software maintenance and evolution field.
Without any doubt, these works mark important milestones
on the way to understand the dynamics of long-lived software systems. In this paper, we are less interested in the
principles of evolution but discuss pragmatic ways to deal
with existing systems; i. e. the how to evolve. Rajlich for
example, proposes a staged software life cycle [23], with
a development, evolution, servicing, phase out, and closedown stage. He states that this sequence is uni-directional,
that is no system returns from servicing back to evolution.
The open source software used in our work seems to oppose
this point of view.
Techniques to assess existing software and to decide
on whether to build from scratch or to re-engineering
are discussed in the software re-engineering field. The
Software re-engineering Assesment Handbook (SRAH)[28]
provides a structured process of choosing among different re-engineering or close-down strategies. Our OS work
stated prior to our awareness of re-engineering and assessment techniques. Thus, our re-engineering decisions used
to be ad-hoc without particular software maintenance, reengineering, or program comprehension skills.

4

Early Experiences

As in many other research projects we also started the
implementation of our new concepts by developing new services on top of UNIX. Now, from a distant and software
maintenance perspective, it is surprising that such an important decision is usually made without a thorough analysis of

alternatives and consequences. In fact, there are only few
and hardly disseminated methods for the systematic analysis of different implementation strategies, although this decision has a major impact on both, budget and properties
of the final product. Now, taking a look back, a SRAH assessment might have indicated technical limitations of the
wrapping approach if the technical analysis was detailed
enough. But usually, neither the evolving technical details
are known a priori nor are assessment processes common to
system level software developers.

4.1

Compiler Wrapper

Because INSEL is an object-based language the idea to
translate INSEL into C++ and using a C++ compiler seemed
plausible. Thus, the first compiler for INSEL translated INSEL into C++ in a straight forward manner. It soon became
evident that this approach provided insufficient control especially concerning details of stack management and register usage.
To circumvent these deficiencies, two years later, a new
compiler was developed that translated INSEL into sophisticated low level C code with excessive use of address arithmetics [29]. While this new compiler eliminated most of the
shortcomings of the C++ variant and C seemed to be highly
flexible at first sight, new restrictions became apparent. For
example, C does not support nesting of functions. Therefore, nested INSEL functions somehow had to be mapped
on C functions by putting the local variables of the enclosing function into a struct and passing a pointer to the
nested function. Other compilers like the p2c Pascal compiler use similar techniques. This minor workaround has
already major impact on the performance. It entails a performance degradation of up to 30%, already [20]!
Wrappers often cause such compromises each of which
entailing performance degradation or – to put it more general – loss of quality. The sum of this minor losses leads
to serious decrease in quality. In our case a compiler generating target code at least two times slower than it should
be.

4.2

Runtime Wrapper

Along with the two compilers, two runtime systems were
developed on top of UNIX in C++ and C. As expected,
this approach quickly lead to executable prototypes allowing experiments with the new concepts. These experiments
allowed us to show that our resource management architecture is able to deliver perfect linear speed-ups with increasing numbers of processors.
Unfortunately, it could also be shown, for example that
our parallel system based on C++ performed 700% worse

than sequential C code! Similar observations were made in
other projects, such as in Orca [17] and CORBA [24].
The reasons for this are analog to the troubles of the compiler. The wrapping strategy entails severe quality degradations if the chosen basis does not perfectly suit the concepts
implemented on top of it because workarounds are expensive both during development and at runtime. It is important
to note that minor discrepancies may cause major disadvantages. We assume, that other quality attributes, such as security, reliability, and maintainability are affected in a similar
way. Indeed, functionality seems to be the only aspect [6]
that is unaffected by the wrapping strategy.

4.3

From Scratch Kernel

Based on the experiences with the wrapped runtime systems one of our groups started to develop a new, more suitable OS micro-kernel [8]. This group considered the possibility to implement the new kernel by modifying an already
existing one. But, the group shared the common belief, that
the source codes of existing open source kernels were insufficiently documented and comprehending the low level
code by reading it would be just as expensive as writing a
new kernel. They furthermore argued, that some of their
concepts could hardly be implemented by changing the existing system, at all. Thus, after assessing different implementation and re-engineering strategies they concluded that
the kernel had to be implemented anew from scratch.
The kernel project soon fell behind its schedule to deliver a working prototype within 2 people years. Design
and implementation took multiples of the estimated times
because technical details repeatedly proved to be a lot more
difficult then expected. After 6 people years, the kernel was
still far from being usable. The project was aborted. During this work a significant amount of work was devoted into
“reinventing the wheel”.
The reasons for the failure seem twofold. First, highlevel concepts often entail conceptually simple but technically demanding details. It is easy to understand preemptive scheduling [25] at the conceptual level but it is far more
complicated to understand the code of an optimized scheduler and it is even more challenging to write a new. From
our own experience and further observations we believe that
the complexity of the detail is often either underestimated or
falsely ignored. Second, a huge amount of time was spent
on implementing and testing concepts anew although they
have already been solved in existing systems.
Taking common software engineering experiences into
concern, such as software testing takes approximately 50%
of development time, it should become clear that implementing from scratch is time consuming and error-prone
even if the concept to be implemented is not new. Therefore re-implementations are to be avoided if there are no

serious reasons to it. In the case reported here, this rule of
thumb was not respected.

4.4

Summary

It should be emphasized, that the troubles described in
this section were not caused by particularly weak skills of
the project team. In fact, numerous commercial and academic system-level software projects run into similar difficulties for the same reasons. The lack of suitable maintenance techniques and education leads to prejudices against
foreign code and the inability to evolve existing systems.
This in turn results in either expensive “re-inventions of the
wheel” or hard-to-maintain workarounds with weak quality.

5

Adaptations

Our own experiences with from scratch development
and wrapping along with observations of numerous similar
projects show that the impact of the costs of implementation
on progress of a field2 are stronger than expected.
methods

SW
creativity

costs

Figure 1. method-creativity-cost triangle
As illustrated in figure 1 we experienced and observed
strong dependencies between methodology, creativity and
costs. Insufficient methods not only increase implementation costs but the increased costs also restrict creativity because creative ideas are often abandoned quickly if the costs
seem to be high. But without creativity there are no new
methods.
With this interdependency in mind it is clear that first, the
costs must be reduced to allow significantly advancements
of the field, later. We therefore aimed at reducing the implementation costs without sacrifying the conceptual level by
using and changing high-quality open open source software
according to our needs. We chose the compiler GNU GCC
as the starting point for the development of a new INSEL
compiler and Linux [13] as the basis for our OS kernel. The
results achieved with this maintenance approach exceeded
our expectations.
2 here,

system level software

5.1

Compiler

Without doubt, GCC is one of the largest and most complicated open source software packages, available today.
Despite the GCC mailing lists, some online archives and
a rather general introduction [26], there is no comprehensive documentation of its implementation besides in-line
code. The constantly growing core of the compiler exceeds
500.000 loc3 and supports several languages of the C family on more than 200 platforms. At the same time, GCC is
a high quality compiler. Apple’s Max OS X (10.2) is compiled entirely using GCC 3.1 and companies such as SCO
offer GCC as their standard compiler.
Because of GCC’s enormous complexity, implementing
our own new imperative language INSEL by changing GCC
was considered very ambitious. Indeed, some parts of GCC
represent the maintainers nightmare at first sight. Besides
the absence of documentation, there are single functions,
such as expand call, with 1300 loc. Furthermore, different parts of the compiler are written in different languages, e. g. a bison parser specification, C interspersed
with 100s of different macros and in-line assembler, and
proprietary machine and hardware description languages.
The C code makes excessive use of sophisticated C short
cuts, such as pre and post increment/decrement, and the
ternary operator.
5.1.1

First Steps

Because of this, we started the project to implemented INSEL as a new language of GCC cautiously. A single undergraduate student with at most average programming skills
received the unappreciative task to read the GCC sources
and find a way to implement INSEL on the basis of GCC.
To our surprise, this work advanced much faster then expected. Within his 3 months thesis [27] the student had analyzed the architecture of GCC, understood its concepts on
different levels and implemented a first prototype of the new
GNU INSEL compiler GIC [20] capable of translating the
function shown in figure 2 from source to any supported
platform with arbitrary optimization switches.
FUNCTION foo(x,y:IN integer) RETURN R_T
lokal: integer;
R : R_T;
BEGIN
lokal := x+y+a;
R.X := Lokal;
R.Y := Lokal+1;
RETURN R;
END foo;

Figure 2. Function foo
3 lines

of code

Besides providing an executable compiler, we learned
several software maintenance lessons within this thesis. In
contrast to the wrapping and the from-scratch approaches,
everyone in team overestimated the time needed to accomplish the tasks to read the existing code and to extend it.
Code reading, understanding and modification proceeded
much faster than expected. Opposed to common belief, foreign code proved to be only difficult to understand in the
beginning. Once the code reader has gotten over initial frustration, started to accept the different style of the code, and
found certain entry points code reading and understanding
is very quick.
5.1.2

Subsequent Work

After the success of this initial work, several students continued development of GIC over 2 years. During this period
we made two major observations:
1. Progress slowed down with increasing size.
2. The productivity varied enormously between different
developers. The ideal skills are unclear.
Though observation 1 is not surprising it seems to set an
upper bound for the successful extension of complex software in a distributed and open source manner. In fact, the
core of GCC itself is maintained by a relatively small number of developers. Significant progress tends to occur only
outside the core where dependencies to other parts of the
system are limited. For this, it is essential that the code
based is thoroughly modularized so that individual developers are able to operate with limited knowledge. Indeed,
it can be observed that open source products are frequently
restructured as needed to allow future growth [3].
The difference between the productivity of different developers was extremely high, although most participating
students joined the project at a similar stage of their studies.
While some students implemented complex language concepts, such as explicit task parallelism, within a few days,
others felt unable to make any significant contribution after
months of trying.
As of today, we can only speculate about the reasons
for this. First, adaptation requires a broad understanding
of different concepts. In our case details of C, address arithmetics, macro usage, assembler, compiler construction, etc.
Hardly anything can be done if only one of these skills is
missing. Second, the willingness and ability to read and
to fully understand foreign code varies significantly. While
some developers more or less refuse to read code not written in their style, others are willing to invest a large amount
of time to understand the intentions and reasons of their predecessors.

5.1.3

Remark

The result of the GCC adaptation project was the fully operational and highly optimizing INSEL compiler GIC [20].
In contrast to the preceding INSEL compilers, GIC did not
introduce any overhead. With GIC, INSEL achieves similar
performance like optimized C programs.

5.2

Kernel

We later on continued our adaptation work by replacing
the wrapped runtime system with a more suitable kernel by
changing Linux according to our needs for an OS kernel
targeted towards distributed and parallel computing.
Most of the GCC properties, such as large, complex, incompletely documented, multiple languages, etc. apply for
Linux, too. Nevertheless, we also adapted Linux according to our needs in a series of theses. The kernel was extended with additional services, the management of task
stacks along with the task data structure was changed, and
the usage of registers was modified.
From the software maintenance perspective the kernel
adaptation project reproduced the experiences gained in
the compiler adaptation project although different students
were involved in this project. Adaptation has been by far
more successful than any other implementation strategy although the Linux kernel is highly complex, its code is far
from being trivial to read, and adequate maintenance tools
are still missing. Again, the individual skills of the different
developers played an important role for the success of the
adaptation work.

6

Wrapping provides a poor way out of this dilemma because mismatches between the actual goals and the provisions of the underlying basis necessitate workarounds.
These workarounds have negative influences on the quality
of the final product in many aspects.
The invasive adaptation of existing software, that is its
consequent modification and extension, seems to be the
only realistic solution in the long run. Obviously, this is not
limited to the operating system context described in this paper but can be transfered to large scale commercial software
systems as well. Interestingly, adaptation repeatedly proved
to be less time-consuming than expected because the first
estimation tends to be pessimistic due to scepticism concerning foreign coding style and the size of the unknown
object.
As described in this paper the maintenance skills of the
individual developers are of predominant importance for the
success or failure of adaptation work. We believe, that the
success described in this paper could be leveraged with advanced software maintenance techniques, tools and education in particular concerning comprehension and transformation of existing software.
Here, we presented our maintenance experience on a
very coarse and descriptive level. Our next step will be to
analyze the difficulties and phenomenons encountered during this long-term adaptation project in detail and to compare the resulting requirements with existing maintenance
techniques in a systematic way. We also want to perform
a retrospective SRAH assessment in the near future to analyze the possible impact of a structured assessment on our
project.

Conclusion
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